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Nightingale new
dean ofFACS

FIRST

GLANCE
Coming up
at Senate

On the agenda for the May

17 meeting of Senate are the
final report on the University's involvement in the Sulawesi Regional Development Project and a proposal
for serials cancellations in
the library.

The Senate C0mmittee on

International Activities
(SCIA) presents its full
commentary on the external
review ofU of G's involvement in the Sulawesi Project, including suggestions
for future involvement in
development. The commentary reconfirms SCIA 's
original recommendatio'n
that the lJniver.;ity continue
with the project to completion.

The serials cost-contain-

ment propos al. the pro-

posed mechanism and crite-

ria by which the library will
do the upcoming round of
eerials canceHations, will
als<> be presented.
The meeting begins at 8
p.m. in room 113 of the
MacNaughton Building.

Inside:

Prof. Michael Nightingale, director of the School of Hotel and Food
Administration, is the new dean of
the College of Family and Consumer Studies. The executive
committee of Board of Governors
has approved the appointment.
Nightingale assumes the position July I, succeeding Dean
Richard Barham, who is completing his second lenn.
The new dean brings a breadth
of experience in hos pitality,
health care and education to the
position. "I've really been crossing the frontier between education
and practice throughout my career," he says. In an academic en.vironment offering largely professional programs, " I feel that I
bring an unden;tanding that makes
links between the two easier to
forge."
Before coming to U of G in
1987. Nightingale was a management consultant specializing in
education and training development and service-quality management. His experience spans both
public and private sectors.
He says the perspectives he
brings from his business experience provides another dimension

for tackling some of the issues
currently facing education.
Although public concerns about
the relevancy of a university education are muted when it comes to
professional schools - "serving
society is just a natural part of
what we do, " h e says Nightingale hopes to bring his research and consultancy expenise
in the area of service-quality management to his new position. "We
have to show the public we are
doing a good-quality job that warrants future investment from the
public purse."
From personal experience,
Nightingale puts great stock in the
value of international education.
As a consultant with the International Labor Office and the World
Tourism Organization, he has
worked in Malaysia, India, Nepal,
Australia and Uganda. He was
also the first co-ordinator for
HAFA's Vil\efranche-sur-mersemester in 1992.
Opportunities to study abroad
help cultivate comparative notions, giving "students a new perspective on the world, but also
See FACS on page 2

Prof. Michael Nightingale
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Partnership will promote commercialization

Second gathering
set to commemorate
animals . . . .
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Come to the fair . .

3

Journalism pioneer
lights a SPARK

by Owen Roberts
Office of Research

4

What a card! . . . .

8

A landmark U of G/alumni partnership designed to commercialize University inventions and
other intellectual property has
been endorsed in principle by
Board of Governors.
The effort involves forming two
new entities - a research fund
governed by a management committee of U of G's Heritage Fund
board of trustees and an arm'slength for-profit company spearheaded by Guelph alumni. Their
goal is to promote the development of knowle dge-intens ive
businesses. earn a return on investment and ·bolster shrinking
sources of research money.
"Research-intensive universities are the major generators of
innovation and sources of human
intelligence required by knowledge-intensive industries." says

Included with this Issue
of AtGuelph is a flyer
from Regal Capital

Planners.

Thought for the week
Wise sayings often fall on
barren ground, but a kind
word is never thrown away.
Sir Arthur Helps

FACT:
Value of Guelph 's 1,000
undergraduate scholan;hips:
$1.65 million.

President Mordechai Rozanski.

"To sustain and enhance their

contributions to Canada's economic future, universities need to
secure new sources of research
and infrastructure support. This
initiative is designed specifically
for that purpose."
The first step in the process is the
creation of a research fund, whose
committee members wilJ be responsible for managing U of G 's
intellectual property portfolio. It
wlll be governed by a committee
- composed mostly of Guelph
alumni with business and scientific expertise-that reports to the
Heritage Fund board.
Research fund committee members will assess the commercial
potential of new inventions and
intellectual property to detennine
if funher development suppon
from the University is warranted.
The second entity. Guelph Uni-

ven;ity Alumni Research Development (GUARD) Inc .. will provide a vehicle for U of G alumni
and friends to benefit the University 's future.
GUARD will be owned jointly
by U of G (30 per cent) and outside investors (70 per cent),

mostly alumni. Its purpose will be
to add commercialization value to
research discoveries by:
• promoting them to business
and industry;
• sponsoring further research:
See U ofG on poge 2

Values study envisions
the modern university
Measuring an institution's values,
climate and culture is no small
task. Nevertheless. the StrategicPlanning Commission's (SPC)
Task Force 4. headed by Prof. Fred
Even;, Sociology and Anthropology, took on the challenge, and its
report appean; in this issue of At
Guelph.
Four major themes emerged

from the task fotte's study, which
was based on a review of the University's internal documents and a
survey of students, faculty, staff
and alumni. They are:
• learner orien1ation;
• research/graduate study;
• conrriburion of teaching and reSee OPEN on poge 2
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Farcus

U of G to channel profits into research support
Cominued from page 1

"Let's put a little more
effort into this, Tommy."

GET
ACQUAINTED
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I
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• managing the start up of new
companies arising from U of G
inventions; and
• achieving licence agreements
for the University.
GUARD 's board of directors
will be mainl y business people
who are Guelph alumni; finances
to establish GUARD (about $2
million) will be raised by investments from alumni and friends.
'These new entities are being
established to develop the business opportunities that U of G's
research inventions and intellectual property present," says Prof.
Larry Milligan, vice-president for
research. "The companies will be
created wirh the management
ski lls and financial resources
needed to commercialize intellectual property that will attract and
reward pri vate investors. while
sustaining and enhancing the Unive ~ity 's research endeavors."
Here's how a new invention or
intellectual property will be processed under the pending regimen. First - as with current University policy - researchers will
fonnally disclose their discovery

and ass ign ownership to U of G
through the Office of Research.
The University has the option of
ass urrting ownership or returning
it to the inventor to commercialize
at will.
If U of G elects to assume ownership, the invention will then be
forwarded to the research fund
committee. There, under the guidance of experts representing business and science, it will be scrutini zed to determine if further
Uhiversity development support
is warranted. If not, it is retu rned
to the inventor.
If the committee endorses the
invention 's potential , GUARD
Inc. will have the opportunity to
negotiate to obtain a licence from
the University and develop the invention itself. with an eye towards
commercial development. With
money raised from the sale of
shares to investors (alumni and
friends), GUARD will advance
the invention through promotion
or further research so it has appeal
to commercial interests, or will
create a separate start-up company to commercialize the invention .

Profits from this activity will be
shared among the inventors, the
investors and U of G. The University will channel its profits back
into support for research, including graduate students and capital

projects.
Some U.S. universities - the
Johns Hopkins Institute and the
University of Wisconsin among
them - have realized great success with similar ventures. A
growing number of Canadian universities, including Queen's, Calgary. Waterloo, Toronto and
UBC, are pursuing similar ventures. But none of the Canadian

universities has the same level of
involvement with alumni as U of
G does with its new initiative, says
GUARD Inc. ~hair Bob Murray.
Murray, a 1949 graduate of
OAC, says the timing of this effort
coincided with OAC alumni's desire to serve a major role in
Guelph's future. In late 1992, the
OAC Alumni Foundation reviewed its potential for serving

the college and the University and
chose research support as one of
its priorities.

Soon after. an alumni committee

FACS dean hopes to expand study abroad, co-op
Continued from page I

fresh insights into their own culture," he says. He hopes to see
further expansion of the college's
study-abroad and exchange programs as well as more opportunities for faculty and student exchanges.
Njgh tingale is also keen ro extend learning opportunities for
non-traditional students, those
who aren't just out of high school.
For his part, he didn 't stan uni versity until he was 39 and earned a
master of philosophy from the
Unive rsity of Surrey in England at
age 47. studying part time.
Like a growing number of people, "most of my education was
done part time and by correspondence," he says. "In a sense, my
ow n educational background refl ects where we may well be going
as a college." He also envisages
growing involvement of the college's alumni (now numbering
more than 12.000) in the life of
FACS .
Nightingale was a recipient of
the Sloan Fellow$i hip, an award
for mid-career managers preparing for senior executive responsibilities, at the London Graduate
School of Business Studies. Accordingly, he puts emphas is on
increasing the number of educational programs fo r those already
working in areas related to health
and human development and the
management of human services.

He also hopes to expand on the
success of HAFA's co-operative
education programs. He notes that
roughly 20 per cent of the school 's
students are involved in co-op, despite the constricted economy.
Nightingale says the multidisciplinary aspect of FACS is both

one of its biggest assets and Its

greatest challenges. Managing the
college is made unwieldy by the
physical distance between the disparate facilities . He hopes to catalyse the movement towards building the second phase of the FACS
Building addition.
"To maximii.e our effectiveness
in providing interdisciplinary programs, we need to be living shoulder tq shoulder" to create a critical
mass of faculty and students, he
says. Working as multidisciplinary academic units "is just a way
oflife around here. And this experi ence, I trust, can be shared wi th
our colleagues in other colleges."
This is an important part of what
Nightingale hopes w ill be growing co ll aboration among researchers in the college, across the
University and at other institutions.
The new dean is optimistic about
the changes that lie ahead with the
University 's strategic-planning
process. And he looks forward to
participating with the college
community in charting its future
direction.
He notes th at FACS , one of
Guelph's founding colleges. has

probably changed more in nature
than any other college since its
beginnings in the Macdonald Institute. He considers change just a
simple fact of life.
Still, it' s critical to stick to the
college's fundamental mission,
says Nightingale. "We may have

to do things differently, but we
will need to continue our tradition
of providing a supportive learning
community for professional interdisciplinary programs concerned
with health and human development and the management of human services."O

entrusted with carrying out this
priority met with the collaborative
research and development unit in
the Office of Research, which had
started the groundwork for planning a research fund and arrn'slength company. "It was clear we
had common objectives," says
Murray.
Support for the initiative grew as
he and others put forth the idea to
U of G administrators, college
deans and the Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs.
"Perhaps the most gratifying aspect is the nearly unqualified enthusiasm this project is meeting
wherever we tum," says Murray.
"Every possible effort is being
made to bring the process forward
to where we can point to visible
and tangible results." 0

LETTERS
Letter cites
wrong bank
In a recent Jetter to Ar Guelph, I
said I had learned that CIBC is
owned by the tobacco industry. I
have since discovered that I was
misinformed. The financial institution so owned is Canada Trust,
not CIBC. I apologize for my error.
Prof. Stan Blecher
Molecular Biology
and Genetics

Open, challenging university desired
Continued from page 1

search to the betterment of society; and
• a climate of trust and respect
with open communication.
These themes are echoed in University documents and were rated
highly in the survey.
The report outlines what the task
force thinks is a more mcxlem interpretation of the reaching, research and service components of
the classic uni versity, says Evers.
"We found a uni versity that
wants to take a new look at teaching in support of meeting the
learner's needs," he says.
'There is a desire for a community of self-motivated learners
working in an open, chaJlenging
university that rewards independence of thought and self-directed learning. If this new kind of
learning can be placed in a climate
of trust and respect, then Guelph
will have captured the essence of
'spirit of inquiry."'

Survey respondents said research and graduate work are important and that U of G is doing
them well. They also gave high
ratings to excellence in teaching
and excellence in research and
said Guelph is doing well in both.
Respondents said that in both areas, the University must keep the
bettennent of society as its central
focus.
As big a challenge as redesigning undergraduate learning to focus on the learner is how to develop a climate of trust and respect
among students, staff and faculty,
says the task force.
The community wants open and
candid communication throughout the organization and a campus
climate where differences of opinion can be aired openly and amicably. There appears to be a plea
for problem-solving and conflictresolution procedures to be open
and truly collegial, as well as respectful , sensitive and empathic,
the task force says.

Evers says he hopes SPC will
consider the importance of creating a new learning environment
and a climate of trust and respect
in shaping its vision of what U of
G should be.
"The report identifies several
major challenges for our community," says SPC chair Prof. Bev
Kay, Land Resource Science. "It
provides information that is absolutely crucial to the strategic-planning process."
SPC will hold two open meetings to receive comments on the
report of Task Force 4. They are
scheduled for May 18 at 4 p.m. in
Room 442 of the University Centre and May 20 at noon in UC I 03.
A progress repon on SPC's activities will also be provided at these
meetings. For more information,
call Ext. 4174.
Kay says SPC plans to have a
draft vision statement available to
the University community in midJune. 0
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Industry support gets
controlled growth
facility up and running
A $500,000 controlled growth facility - the Weed Science Phytotron Rooms - will be officially
opened today by President
Mordechai Rozanski and repre-

sentatives of major donor companies.
The four contributors are BASF
Canada Inc .. DowElanco Inc., the
Guelph Turfgrass Institute and
Rhone-Poulenc Canada Inc. Together. they donated $280,000 to
the project. Brass plaques have
been installed on the doom of each

of the rooms to recognize the donors.

In theyear since U of G first hosted
it, an event commemorating the

conttibutions of animals to teaching and research has attracted in(Crest from across North America.

The first Gathering to Reflect on
the Use of Animals in Research
and Teaching at U of G, organized
by graduate student Allison Taylor of the Department of Animal
and Poultry Science and Prof.
Hank Davis, Psychology, was a
landmark event.
The first of its kind in North
America, the hour-Jong gathering
generated positive feedback from
across Canada and the United

mal-care policies and is recog-

nized nationally for its leadernhip

in animal care and welfare. Davis
says Guelph's progressive approach towards the use of animals

was shown last year when he and
Taylor approached the CSA W

steering committee for support for

the first gathering.
Although similar events have
taken place abroad. they had never
been staged in North America.
Nonetheless, the committee stood
behind the organizers, and later

ships are impo" ant because they
simultaneously advance research
at the University and applied
needs of industry and soc iety."

letters in the field of animal wel-

multidisciplinary journal on hu-

man/animal interaction, which

asked Taylor and Davis to write a

commencary about the memorial.

On May 19. the second U of G
gathering will be held at 12:15
p.m. in Room 107 of the MacKin-

non building. After a short service , participants will walk to
Branion Plaza to the commemorative plaque dedicated last spring
to the memory of teaching and

research animals.

Presented under the auspices of
the Centre forthe Study of Animal
Welfare (CSA W) and again coordinated by Taylor and Davis,
the event is designed to increase
sensilivity about the use of animals at Guelph.
Because animals' contributions
to research and teaching are ralc.en,
not given, the organizers stress
that the gathering is not designed
to " thank" the animals. but to recognize that contribution.
'This is an auempt to draw anention to an often overlooked dimension of animal welfare," says
Davis, who uses animals as subjects in cognition research.
"We're not taking any political
stance, and we recognize that ani mals have an important role in
research and teaching. We think

mal behavior and welfare. says the
positive reaction that the first
gathering generated "helped rein-

force our determination to do this

annually here. The feedback we
received from members of the

public and other universities

around Canada and the United
States demonstrated a real acceptance of the concept behind the
gathering.''
AU members of the University
community and surrounding area

are welcome to attend. 0

The new facility in the Bovey
Building consists of four new
plant growth rooms. four renovated grow th rooms and 40

growth chambers. State-Of-the-a"

to full y equip the building, so the

designed by Constant Temperature Cont rol Ltd. of Mississauga.

Represen1arives of the contrib-

uting companies scheduled to attend the opening are BASF Can-

ada presi de nt Christoph von
Krafft . DowElanco pres ident

John O li ver. Rhone- Poulenc

pres id e nt Bernard West and
Dennis Murr, direc tor of the

Guelph Turfgrass lnsti tule. 0

OMAF plans opening
The Ontario Ministry of Agricul- Mordechai Rozanski, Guelph
ture, Food and Rural Affujrs will MPP Derek Aercher and Mayor
officially open the Agriculture and John Counsel!. Deputy OMAF
Food Laboratory Services Centre
minister Rita Burak will be mas1er
at 95 Stone Rd. next week. A
ground-breaking ceremony will of ceremonies.
The Agriculture and Food Laboalso be held for the ministry 's new
ratory Services Centre features
office complex.
It will be attended by Elmer state-of-the-a" technology and
Buchanan, minister of agriculture, equipment in more than 30 spefood and rural affairn, President cialized laboratory units. 0

It's a fair! It's a circus! It's fun!

States. Several journals and news-

fare reviewed the event, including
Anthrozoos. Washington State's

that year sponsored the es tablishment of the Branion Plaza plaque.
Taylor. who studies fann-ani-

can be developed.
The controlled growth facil ity
was pa" of lhe orig inal plan for
the Bovey Buildin g. w h ic h
opened in 199 1. Al the time. con-

struction funds were not available

re searc h s uch as BASF.
DowElanco and Rhone-Poulenc."

that role should be better acknowledged."
U of G adheres to stringent ani-

so that effect ive chemical, mechanical and biological controls

phytotron rooms were postponed.
The new growth facilities were

says Rozansk i. 'lhese panner-

by Steve O'Neill
Office of Research

project will res ult in a bener un-

derstanding of the biology of
plants such as purple loosestrife

''The Univernity of Guelph ap-

ing industries in environmental

Animal commemoration May 19

agricultural , forestry and wi lderness research projects. One large

ships it has developed with lead-

preciates the imponant partner-

Prof. Denna Benn , director of Animal-Care Services, knows well what an Important role animals like rabbit
Wanda play in campus teaching and research .
Pholo by Trina Koster, Office or Aeseardl

equipment has been installed to
control the environment. The
rooms will be used to focus on

by Andrea Mudry Fawcett

University Communications

T

he internationally famous Science Circus. complete with won-

ders that will make your hair stand on
e nd, will "pitch tent" in the twin-pad
arena May 13 to 29. It's all part of the
1994 Canada-Wide Science Fair.
which runs on campus May 15 to 22.

Everyone is invited to attend both
events. Admission is free.
Science at the circus is fascinating

and fun. You can make your hair stand
on end, fight a forest fire sing lehanded, design a car and meet the

bionic woman. A travelling version of
Toronto·s Ontario Science Centre, the

circus has amazed children of all ages
around the world. Most of the50 activity centres were chosen because of

their popularity at the centre.
Tuzo Wilson, a fonner direc tor-general of the Ontario Science Centre,
says the centre was des igned to "get the
public to see science as something un-

strengthen highway guard rails, a look

at how humans grow overnight and

shrink during the day.
Several projects reflect the student 's
geographical location and its problems. An exhibit from Yellowknife,

for example, focuses on testing ice
bridges with various additives to improve strength and durability.

Robena Bondar, lhe fair's mentor

and a graduateofU ofG. was a panici-

pant in the second annual Canada-

Wide Science Fair in 1963. She en-

courages young people to pursue
research interests and take part in science fairs, "not for the prizes and hon-

orn, but for the 'real' prize. the understanding of something different in

science and the chance to work with

other people."
The fai r is sponsored by the Water-

loo-Wellington Science and Engineer-

ing Fair and the Ottawa-based Youth

Science Foundation, Canada.

dersta ndable and impo"ant, which
they can comprehend and enjoy." The

Visit the fair open house May 2 1
from 9 a.m. to noon in the Mitchell
Athlelics Centre.
From May 13 to29, the Science Cir-

Some 400 students ranging from 12

9 a.m. 10 5 p.m. and7 to9 p.m. Monday

science fair is a different venue. but
provides a similar learning experience.
to 20 will come ro the fair with a wide
array of exhibits - a toothbrush with
a reusable handle, mosquito repellents
from pl ant extrac ts, a way to

cus in the twin-pad arena is open from

to Friday and from noon to 5 p.m.
Saturday, Sunday and Victoria Day.
The opening ceremony is May 13 at
noon .a

The Science Circus Is a magnet for children of all ages.
It will be on campus May 13 lo 29.
Photo courtesyol Ootarlo Science Centre
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STUDENT
SPEAK
by Justin Diggle

A lasting legacy

Once U of G students the mselves, OAC Dean Rob Mclaughlin, left, and George Atkins share their expertise
with student research writer Jennifer Cutts, an Akademia student. Photo by Herb Rauscher, Pholographlc Services

Journalism pioneer lights a SPARK
by Kerith Waddington
and Owen Roberts
Office of Research
No audience is too big - or too
small -forCanadian farm-broad-

casting giant George Atkins.

When the subject is agriculture.
he's just as comfortable reaching
more than I00 million listeners
worldwide as he is pass ing on
words of wisdom to a group of
student research writers at U ofG.

Atkins, who received an honor-

ary doctorate from Guelph in
1989, a half-century after graduating from U of G 's crop science
and agricultural engineeri ng program , was on campus recently to
pledge his s upport for Guelph 's
wriring program Students Producing Articles on Research Knowledge (SPARK).
His visit coincided with an announcement that BASF Canada

Inc. was committing to an annuaJ

sponsors hip of the SPARK program in his name.
"'Getting infonnation out in an
accessible way to the general publi c is a problem for researchers
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constrained by bolh lime and technical terminology ," says Atkins.
' The process of interpreting and
translati ng agricultural research

has student writers poised to reach
wide audiences with important infonnation."
A highly regarded farm commen1ator with the CBC for 25
years, he gained international renown with his Developing Countrie s Farm Radio Network
(DCFRN), which he founded in
1979 after retiring. Touring developing countries as a reporter, he'd
seen a need for food producer.;
there to have access to easily understood farming information.

A
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H A R R l S I

F A l

So he set our ro tum down-ro-

earth advice from farmers and
farming experts into radio scripts.
With the support of Massey-Ferguson, he created DCFRN, geared
towards providing small, sustenance-level farmer.; with implementable and inexpensive methods to increase food supplies and
improve their quality of life.
Both U of G and the Canadian
International Development
Agency later added their support
for the network, which has gone
on to reach more than 100 million
farmers in I IO countries.
And although the scale is much
s mall e r for SPARK writers ,
Atkins believes they can be similarly beneficial in disseminating

L-

information domestically.
"Concern for international agricultural issues will rise as people
come to a bener understanding of
local conditions," he says. "Student writer.; have the opportunity

"Financial advice
you can count on"
"The Mutual Group has the
expertise to help you with your
investment and tax strategies,
retirement and estate planning
and much more.
Garth Green. B.B.A.

315 Woodlawn Rd. W.
Gueph,Qilatio N1H 7K8
822-8720: Res. 846-5872
Fax :822-7623

I'm in the busi ness to help you
achieve your financial goals."

a {I The Mutual Group
~ -j

hcing Tomorrow

Together

llcensadwttl'IMutuallteolCanaela/ThtMUl\lalGroup

to merge their univers ity experiences with the outside world of
employment . . . often for the first
time."
The SPARK program - initiated in 1988 by the Office of Research with the support of the Ontario Student Worl< Study Plangives students from varying academic backgrounds an opportunity to develop their communication ski lls by interviewing
scientists and writing stories underlining U of G research accomplishments and activity.
"Given the expansive knowledge and e<perience this program
provides," says Atkins , "I'm glad
to have my name associared with
it."
So is BASF Canada Inc., a member of the BASF Group of Germany, one of the world's largest
chemical conglomerates with
119,000 employees. BASF's diveraified product mix in Canada
includes crop-protection and animal-nutrition products, phannaceuticals, vitamins, automotive
products, and audio-, video- and
computer-recording media.
Ron Scheurkogel, communications manager of BASF Capada
Inc., says the company is proud to
be underwriting the sponsorahip.
'There' s a natural link between
our own research and development efforts and research at the
University of Guelph," he says.
''We feel it 's important to support
the deve lopment of talented
young writers to get that research
new s disseminated to a larger
community ... and to do it in the
name of a communications pioneer like George Atkins."
Other SPARK s ponsors are
OAC, Pioneer Hi-Bred. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs. 0

The OAC Class of '94 will be leaving a million-dollar mark on the
University when it graduates in June. Some 75 class members have
bought life insurance policies and named U of G the beneficiary.
Student Jackie Fraser says the project was suggested by OAC Dean
Rob McLaughlin, but the class took up the initiative and sold the
policies. Policy holders will each pay $150 a year for five years, for a
total policy value of $1 million among them. The Alma Mater Fund will
administer the project.
"We wanted to leave our m ark on campus," says Fraser. "OAC has a
lot of competition among classes. This is our challenge to other future
classes to beat us."
The money will eventually be used for agriculturally orien1ed programs on campus. The Class of ' 94 is planning to present a token cheque
to President Mordechai Rozanski at OAC's June 3 convocation ceremony.

Picture this!

Parents won't have to drag around a camcorder to record their son or
daughter's graduation this spring. For the firat time, U of G is offering
peraonalized video recordings for each graduate.
Raven Video Productions of Unionville, which has provided a similar
service for McMaster University, will do the recording, says Tricia
Halley of the Registrar' s Office. Each video will contain footage of the
ceremony and speeches, with an insert of the individual student receiving his or her degree. "It's nice to have a copy for people who couldn't
make the ceremony," she says.
Students will be mailed an order form. Each ·video costs $55 and can
be ordered with the form or in person at convocation before and after
the ceremony.

CSA honors teaching excellence
The Central Student Association (CSA) recently presented its annual
teaching awards to Prof. JJ. Hubert, Mathematics and Statistics, and
Susan Mulley, a teaching assistant and PhD student in the Department
of History.
The awards recognize teacher.; who have gone beyond the call of duty,
particularly those who have excel1ed in making their subject easier to
understand and have given their time to help students.
Hubert, a specialist in statistical toxicology, always wanted to be a
professor. "! wanted to change education," he says. '"The CSA award
is very satisfying. I can feel good at the end of the semester knowing
that communication with the students has been effective."
Muiley, a Scottish studies students, says it's important that fac ulty
remember who their constituency is. "Our constituency is the students.
I don ' t see students as a distraction from my work; I see them as my
work."
Faculty have to respect their students and empathize with them, she
says ...You have to recognize that students are under incredible pressures, that most have jobs in addition to school. You have to respect the
fact that they have a life."
Besides receiving a CSA Teaching Award, Mulley is also the recipient
of the OAC '60 Award for Outstanding Teaching Assistant from
Graduate Studies. Both the CSA and OAC '60 awards were based on
student nominations. 0

Music, music, music!
The Guelph Spring Festival's free
series of community concerts
sponsored by the Co-operators
continues May 13 with the
Woodgate School of Dance performing at 12: 15 p .m. in St.
George's Square and the Amaryllis String Quartet at 12:50 p.m. at
Univer.;ity Village Public School.
On May 14, the Overtones perform at 10 a.m. at the Eaton Centre, and a vocal cabaret with

Tucker-Johnson Limited

Kathryn Elton and Lona Davis
runs at 9:15 and 10:15 p.m. at the
Paramount Cafe.
The festival's regular program
continues May 13 with the Trio
and the Tramp at 8 p.m. at War
Memorial Hall, May 14 with the
Irish Descendants at 8 p.m. at Peter Clark Hall and May 15 with
Opera Atelier at 8 p.m. at War
Mem. For ticket information. call
821-7570. 0
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Strategic-Planning Commission

TASK FORCES
After weeks of research and analysis, the StrategicPlanning Commission (SPC) task force focusing on institutional values presents its report here. The task force
was charged with identifying, analysing and reporting
the institutional values that reflect the personal values of
the University community, are expressed in institutional
statements and indicate U of G's aspirations for future

contributions to Canadian society. In pursuing this
charge, the task force was asked to take into account
what ought to be valued as well as what is valued, and to
focus on implications for institutional change. In two public meetings next week (see front-page story), the University community will have an opportunity to offer
comments on the task force's report.

Task Force 4: Assessment of Values
and Institutional Climate/Culture
Introduction

T

he task forces of the Strategic Planning-Commission (SPC) are assembling information on environmental forces
on U of G (reports published in the April 6
issue ofAt Guelplr). lhe University's values
and its strengths and weaknesses. This report focuses on values - the University's
core. Our values as members of U of G
detennine the teaming and working climate
of this institution.
Values and institutional climate m abstractions that are difficult. perhaps impossible, to measure. Members of Task Force
4 acknowledge the difficulties and understand that our approach was only one of
many ways to determine values. We believe we have found useful information and
have summarized it here for the University
communily. We hope it will stimulate positive discussion.
This report is based primarily on infonnation from two sources - internal U of G
documents that relate to institutional values
and a survey of a representative sample of
the University community conducted in
April 1994.
The task force also took into account external information that relates to our values,
but did not try to do a systematic review of
external forces because this is the mandate
of other tao;k forces.
The task force began its work in February
1994 by defining values. Values are
strongly held ideals, statements of worth
and general principles of behavior that
prol'ide the community with the essential
organi:;ing elements for the integration of
indfridua/ and community goals.
This definition points out the link between
the abstract nature of values and action the actions of individuals and organizations
are based on their values.
The task force believed ii was critical to
gather infonnation from as many members
of the University community as possible to
fulfil our mandate. We decided a survey
was the best way to do this.
We considered - and rejected - a commercial questionnaire used as part of strategic-planning processes because it did not
capture the unique charac1eristics of our
institution. So we began reviewing existing
documents such as Towards 2000 to gain
an understanding of the UnivefSity's climate of values and to form a basis for our
questionnaire.
Task Force 4 met 20 times. and members
spent many additional hours doing their
homework. The bulk of the meeting time
was spent discussing values that we believed were part of the existing documentation. then converting these values inlo
questions for the survey.
We organized our thinking around four

categories, which were used as sections of
the questionnaire:

• Leaming environment (21 items in the
questionnaire) - functiona1 role of the
University in teaching and research.
• Leamer/person ( 18 items) - values,
skills and abilities that contribute to development of che individual.
• Internal climate (18 items) - broader
system-level values of !he institution that

contribute to its uniqueness.

• External relationship wilh the world (14
items) -

values involving serv ice,

standards and accountability.

Respondents were asked to rate each of
the 7 I items from one (not important) to
four (very important) on two dimensions:
• In your opinion, how important is each

of the following at U of G?
• In your opinion, how important should
each of the following be at U of G?
Our analysis of the results focused on the
"should" aspect and che difference between
"is" and "should," i.e., values we should be
working to achieve as an institution.

Survey results

Q

uestionnaires were sent to about

2,600 members of the University
community in the following groups: undergraduate students, graduate students, staff,
faculty, administrators and alumni. We re-

ceived 557 useable returns between April 8
and 20. This amounts to a 21-per-cent re-

sponse rate, fairly low for survey research.
But given that April is a busy monlh on
campus, chat people had only about a week
to return the questionnaire and that we did
not have time to send out a follow-up, the
task force was pleased with che response.
We have a good representation of both
women (46 percent) and men (54 percent).
The breakdown of che respondents by selfreported affiliation is:
• Undergraduate students
I 03 ( 19%)
• Graduate Students
82 (15.1%)
• Staff
106 (19.6%)
• Faculty
180 (332%)
• Administrators
31 (5.7%)
• Alumni
40 (7 .4%)
• Total
542•
• fifteen respondents did not identify !heir
affiliation.
The task force analysed che survey results
in several ways. First, we considered crosstabulations of che "should" part of each
item with the "is" part to detennine rating
and movement.
.. Importance" was defined on the basis of
the ''should" part. In other words. if a large
proportion of resp.ondents rated the value
highly on rhe top two importance categories. we considered the values to have been
rated highly.

"Movement" was defined as the difference between the " is" and the "should"
parts. The extent that the respondents rated
che value more highly on the •'should" dimension was tenned a positive difference.
We also looked at the results of Question
72. where we invited respondents to add
values we may have missed. We found no
distinct pattern for these responses and cannot make any conclusions about a consensus around any missing values. The resulrs
of Question 73, where we asked for the five
items most important to the respondents ,
are used to supplement the rankings that
follow.
Finally, we examined the items by gender

ranki ngs, but with lower movement These
values are also very important. but are apparently already well-operationalized.
(L)6 Preparation for advanced study.
(L)8 Breadlh of knowledge in many areas.
(L) I I Comprehensive graduate programs.
(L) 18 Infra<tructure support for research.
(C)45 Excellence in research.
(E)60 Providing evidence 1ha1 the institution is actuall y achieving its stated goals.
(E)62 A commitment to high ethical standards as an institution.
(E)65 Collaboration with neighboring universities in providing learni ng. research and
service opponunities.
(E)67 Contributing through research to the
benennent of society.

cern a panem for females versus males. so

3. Moderate importance, with relatively
good agreement. These irems were rared
somewhat lower than those listed above,
and the ratings showed relatively good
agreement among the various affiliations.
Values with large movement ("should be"
scores much higher than "is") are indicated
by an asterisk.
(L) 10 Academic programs designed predominantly for studenls directly out of secondary school.
(L) 12• Forum for openly/safely dealing
with controversial issues.
(L)20• Student ~wareness of disciplinary
research conducted at U of G.
(P)25* Attention to moral and social iss ues.
(P)3 J• Numeracy skills.
(P)35• Moral development.
(P)38• Historical understanding.
(C)40* A campus community that encourages its members to take ri sks and is tolerant
of making mistakes.
(C)47• Allowing individuals to investigate
and present ideas that may be unpopular or
controversial.
(C)49• Sensitivity in che investigation and
presentation of unpopular and conrroversial
issues.
(C)53 Job security for staff.
(C)55 Including to a significan1degree people from diverse backgrounds and cultures.
(E)66• Interpreting the nature and purpose
of the University 's work to the public.
(E)69 Promoting an international perspective among faculty, students and staff.

and University affiliation. We did not dis-

no gender differences are presented. We

did, however. note differences among the
affiliation groupings and report those below.
The following organizes clusters of items
by importance. This listing collapses the
four groupings (L=leaming environment,
P=leamer/person. C=intemal climate, and
E=extemal relationship with the world).
There are six headings into which all 71
survey questions have been grouped. Each
grouping is briefly described below. Within
each group, questions are presented in the
order they appeared on the survey, not in

any order of importance of the values.

1. Very high importance, with large
movement. The following items were very
highly rated on the survey and exhibited

large or very large movement in the

"should" direction. Many are also supported
by individual top-five ratings as given in
Question 73. These are the values we think
are the most important and that the Univer-

sity needs 10 make the greatest changes to
achieve.
(L)3 Problem-based learning.
(L) 16 Infrastructure support forteaching.
(P)23 Self-motivated independent learning.
(P)24 Ability to think independently and
critically.
.
(P)26 Lifelong commitment to learning.
(P)30 Computer-literacy .ski ~ls . .
(P)32 Effective communtcatton skills.
(P)37 Global understanding.
(C)42 Open and candid communication
chroughout che organizational structure.
(C)44 Excellence in teaching.
(C)46 A climate of trust and respect among
students, staff and faculty.
(C)48 A campus climate in which differences of opinion can be aired openly and
amicably.
.
(C)57 Ensuring chat job performance IS lhe
primary criterion for continued employ-

ment.
(E)68 Contributing chrough teaching to the
betterment of society.
2. Very high importance, with J~wer
movement. These items were very highly

rated, often supported by individual top-five

TaskForce4
Fred Evers, chair
Andre Auger
Laura Beanie
Trevor Dickinson
Madie FErere
Robin Hicks
Gerald Manning
Mary Ann Robinson
John Roff
Re so urce : Brian Earn. Indira
Ganaselall, Heather Heath, Alex
Michalos
.
Staff support: Brian Penigrew
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4. Moderate importance, with moderate

disagreement. These items were also rated

moderately. but the ratings revealed larger
differences among the affili ations . Again,
values with large positive movement are
indicated with an asterisk. In all but four
cases. fa culty rated the value less highly
than the other groups . Th e four excepti ons
are numbers 43, 52, and 59. where faculty
and students rated the value as being of
lesser importance than did the other affiliations; and 7, which fac ulty rated as more
import ant than did the others.
(L) 1• Experiential and appl ied learning.
(L)7 Depth of knowledge in one specialty.
(L)9* Continuing educati onni felong learning.
(L)l4* Flexible/d ifferent approaches to
teaching, learning and measuring achieve-

ment

(L) 15 * Inte rdis ci plin ary approac hes to
learning.
(L) 17 Staff contribut ions to research.
(L)2 1* Coll aborative research approaches
(interd isciplinary. multidi scipli nary team
projects).
(P)22* Opportunities fo r the development
of personal goals and self-understand ing .
(P}27 Coll aborative learning (such as team
projects).
(P)29* Train ing of graduate students as

teachers.

(P)39* Development of leadership quali -

ties.

(C)4 I* A system of campus governance that

is responsive 10 the concerns of all people at
the institution.

(C)43 Physical appearance.
(C)52* Institution-wide equity in fac ulty
work loads.
(C)54* Accommodating the needs of persons with disabilit ies.
(E)59 Accountability to fund ing sources for
the effectiveness of the Uni versity's programs.
(E)6 1 Contract research fo r government ,
business and industry.

S. Lower i!llportance, with disagreement.
The follow ing items were rated relatively
low in importance and showed s ignificant
differences among the affiliations . O f these
cases. numbers 4. 5, 34 and 7 1 were rared
less important by fac ulty: 5 1 was rated less
important by students: and numbers 2 , 56
and 58 exhibited wide di screpancies among
several of the affili ati ons. The values
marked with a double aste ri sk recorded
large negative movement, i.e. a majority of
respondents indicated it should be less important than it is .
(L)2 O ff-s ite learning (e.g., London semester. fi eld courses).
(L)4 Extracurricular learning activities.
(L)5 Preparation for specifi c vocations/occupations/careers.
(P) 19 Involvement of undergradu ates in research activities.
(P)34 Physical development .
(C)5 I Apply ing fin ancial crite ri a in determining the viability of non-academic services to students .
(C)56** Maintaining a system of tenure for
fac ul ty.
(E)58** Admission to U of G solely on the
basis of academic grades.
(E)7 I Adjusting program s and enrolment to
fo llow employment needs in both the publ ic
and private sectors.

6. Lower importa nce, with rela tively

Values in
University
documents

L

ike all institutions, G uelph has tried at
various times to state values it cons ide r s wo rth artic ul a ting . "Core valu es "
should be that sum of descriptors that characterize an institution as uniquely one thing
and not something else, and should be supported by a majority of the institution 's
members.
Far from being high levels of meaningless
gene ralities. a carefully produced list of
core values should provide the indicators
that would identify this university and no
othe r, through a series of choices from
among equall y valid alte rnati ves.
Most of Guelph 's policy documents e xpress what the majority of University co nstituents already value. In some cases, however, the stated values have not refl ected the
views of some se.ctors of the population.
Sometimes that's becau se the in stitution is
trying to move beyond common understanding; at other times, the institution may
simply be out of s tep with its constituencies.
Using as a starting point a values analysis
of the main U of G doouments, especially
Towards 2000, we tried to e xtract core values that seem to define Guelph"s uniqueness. We then identified those supported by
the val ues survey and those where a gap
ex ists berween the value upheld by the
document and the importance apparently
pl aced on that value by the community.

The basic value:
service to society
To wards 2000 is clear about the primacy
of service to society. If we keep asking for
the rationale of any U of G activity , we must
end with a "because" that rela tes to our
serving the society that funds us.
Everything we do - our basic research,
our teaching, our service- is in suppon of
the well-being of society. If not, we should
not be doing it. If thi s is, in fact, our fundamental value, then we should ensure that we
have in place, as an institution, the mechanisms to hold ourselves accountable to the
society that funds us and that has certain
legitimate expectations of us.
Thi s value appears to be supported by the
survey. The questionnaire did not ask any
question directly related to this basic value.
but rated among the 23 highest values were
contributing through research to the betterment of society and contributing through
teaching to the betterment of society .
Accountability for that service to the society we serve - such as in the item " providing evidence that the instituti on is actuall y achieving its stated goals" - also
ranks high . On the other hand. accountability to fundin g sources for the effectiveness of the Univers ity' s programs was rated
only mode rate in importance. especially
among facult y and students.

good agreement These items also rated
relatively low in importance, with moderate
to good agreement among the affiliations.
The next set of values identifies what we
Movement in al1 these cases - whether
do as an institution and what distinguishes
positive or negative - was small.
us
in terms of our content from other uni(L) J3 Academic divernity (e.g .. non-Eurovernities and othe r forms of social institucentric, feminist perspectives).
tion.
(P)28 Spiritual development.
(P)33 Second-langu age training for all unEducating the whole person
dergraduates.
(P)36 Esthetic development.
Towards 2000, following in the tradition
(C)50 Applying financial criteria in deter- of the University of Guelph Act, placed U
mining the viability of academic programs. of G in a special position among Canadian
(E)63 Serving as a cultural ce ntre forthe city universities by insisting that the personal
and region.
and intellectual development of the student
(E)64 Involvement in community-service we re inseparable.
activities .
Since then. a common thread through
(E}70 Facilitating the enrolment of interna- many University documents has stressed
tional students.
the need to consider education as an enterprise aimed at the whole person - intellec~
tual, physical. moral and emotional - and

What we do

not s imply at the development of discipline
specialists.
This value appears in the survey res ults
among those of moderate importance with
moderate disagreement. The item "opportunities for the development of personal
goal s and self-underntanding" show s a
large move ment between "is" and "should
be," but faculty rate this value lower than
do othe r constituencies.

Undergraduate education
Three characteristics distinguish Guelph
from any other Canadian university in
terms of its current student body - it is
70-per-cent female, highly residential and
very young .
The size of our residential population and
the particular characteristics of the student
body help define us. University documents
argue that the nature of our educational
enterprise must reflect our recognition of
our uniqueness.
Despite the temptation to place our effons
elsewhere, we must offer our stttdent population a high-quality, diverse, inclu sive and
rich undergraduate education that meets a
broad range of educational objectives appropriate for our population.
There was no question that tried to sort out
the relative importance of undergraduate
and graduate education, and ifs a bit puzzling that with a relatively young population , respondents attached only moderate
importance to academic programs des igned
predominantly for students directly out of
secondary school. There was relatively
good agreement among the groups.
On the other hand, the predominance of
learning environment and learner/person
items in the top rankings shows that question s of education and, by extension, undergraduate education are of great importance.
Six of the top 14 values deal with the
learner, and two others are related to the
learning environment.
All these items show high movement between "is" and "should be," indicating that
respondents believe the University must
make major changes in thi s area.

Learning objectives
U of G documents urge us 10 fulfil a
special role among Canadian universities
by underatanding the goals of higher education in terms of both the development of
students ' generic abilities. and the achievement of excellence in disciplinary content.
The move towards a curriculum designed
around learning objectives is cons istent
with the rwo prime values described above.
The marriage of these learning objectives
with the expectations that business, industry and government have of univers ity
graduates creates a powe rful driving force
for the shape of our undergraduate curriculum.
In the survey, some learning objectives
fared better than others, and at least rwo that
have not appeared on official lists were
highly rated.
Six of the top 14 values are related to
learning objectives: self-motivated independent learning, ability to think independently and critically, lifelong commitment to learning, computer-literacy skills.
effective communication skills and global
understanding.
Having breadth of knowledge in many
areas was highly valued and in the top 23
items, whereas depth of knowledge in one
speciality received a moderate rating with
a moderate degree of disagreement, faculty
rating it higher than all other groups.
Three learning objectives received a moderately high rating: numeracy skills, moral
development and historical understanding.
Moral development is reinforced through
the learning objective of attention to moral
and social issues, which was also rated
moderately high. Development of leadership qualities received a moderate rating
with a moderate degree of disagreement,
faculty rating it lower than all other constituencies. This item also received a large
movement from .. is" to "should be."
Note that two of these are not on the
University 's list of learning objectives computer literacy and Jeader>hip.
We were surprised to find that the following learning objec:tivcs all received ratings

of low importance with relatively good
agreement: spiritual development (with
moderate negative movement from "is" to
"should be"), second-language training for
all undergraduates, physical development
and esthetic development.

Graduate education
Although graduate education is certainly
essential to the definition of U of G's role,
it is interesting to note that Towards 2000
urged some caution with respect to the expansion of graduate education. We should
judiciously determine where to expand our
graduate education opportunities and ensure that we focus on our areas of special
responsibility and proven strength.
Graduate education is highly rated by respondents. Comprehensive graduate programs and preparation for advanced study
were both rated high in importance, but
showed little or no movement between "is"
and "should be," indicating that we should
continue to work hard to maintain excellence in graduate education.

Research
Research is clearly one of the ways universities differ from other forms of postsecondary education. and basic research distinguishes uni versities from commercial
laboratories. The purpose of research, as
defined in Towards 2000, is to be in support
of service to humankind Research must
also serve the teaching responsibilities of
the University.
We have already seen that the notion that
research should be for the benennent of
society is among the top 23 values. Both
excellence in research and infrastructure
support for research are highly rated , but
show linle movement between "is" and
"should be," indicating that. like graduate
education, we should continue to place emphasis on our research respons ibilities.
Student awareness of disciplinary research conducted at U ofG (again, showing
very large movement) received a moderately high rating, but three items related to
research appear in a lower category of moderate importance with moderate levels of
disagreement - staff contributions to research, collaborative research approaches
and contract research for government, business and industry.
Involvement of undergraduates in research activities. although showing very
large movement berween " is" and "should
be," received a rating of lower importance
with considerable disagreement.

How-we do it
A set of values in U of G documents
begins to distinguish Guelph from other
institutions in tenns of how we wi sh to go
about the list of tasks above. These include:

Integration of teaching,
research and service
A distinctive feature of U of G that
emerges from our documents is our concern
that we not separate out research from
teaching activities . Institutional models
that isolate "research institutes" from mainstream teaching would therefore be contrary to the Univernity ·s values. Our documents seem to suggest that we value the
integration of research in teaching and the
involvement of students in creating knowledge.
As already noted, the value that research
should be for the benennent of society was
rat<d very high in importance, whereas the
involvement of undergraduates in research
was rated of lower importance. But respondents indicated by the gap berween
"is" and "should be" that significant improvement is required.
This integration, particularly if viewed as
a means to eocourage more experiential
learning. would be highly valued by respondents. who were panicularly keen on
insisting that 1he University move towards
experiential and problem-based learning as
opposed to lecture style and rote learning.
Problem-based (as opposed to contentbased) learning was ranked very high in
importance. Experiential and applied learning, on the other hand, was rated only of
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moderate importance, with faculty rating it
lower than all other. constituencies.

Excellence
Although the word "excellence" has come
to be trivialized in everyday conversation,
its original intent throughout Towards 2000
implies that there is nothing U of G should
engage in that it cannot do "excellently,"

it's maintaining lawns, providing
food m the cafeterias, staffing residences or
whe~er

offering lectures.

The focus on excellence implies a choice

either we do a lot and do it as
well as we can or we do less but do it

of values -

excellently. Towards 2000 chose the route
of excellence.
Of particular interest for us is the fact that
respondents placed in the highest category
of value the notion of excellence in teaching, with considerable movement from " is"
to "should be." Excellence in research also
ranked in the top 23, although no large
movement from "is" to "should be" was
noted. Respondents were equally clear that
excellence is related to job performance.
Ensuring that job performance is the primary criterion for continued employment
also ranked among the top 23 values, requiring considerable institutional improve-

ment.

Two other questions seem to spell out
what might be meant by excellence in
teaching. Infrastructure for teaching (such
as classrooms, facilities and audio-visual
equipment) appears in the "very high" category, with a large gap between "is" and
"should be." Aexible/different approaches
to teaching. )earning and measuring
achievement. on the other hand, was rated
moderately important with a moderate level
of disagreement, faculty rating it lower than
all other groups .

Educational program balance
Towards 2000 aJso invites us to avoid the
temptation of specialization in making
choices about curricular offerings. According to our aims. U of G is to ensure that it
offers a wide range of undergraduate programs and a judicious selection of graduate
programs, so that we graduate people who
are generally "educated" and "mature,"
prepared for both the world of work and the
world of further scholarship and research.
We have already noted that breadth of
knowledge received a higher rating than
depth. One could interpret this as an implication that program balance and range of
disciplines should ensure a broad educational base. There is no indication from the
survey data that U of G should narrow its
program offerings or restrict itseJf to certain
disciplines.

Interdisciplinary approaches
It also appears that Towards 2000 was
urging the institution to move away from
the rigid compartmentalization of a discipline-.based departmental structure towardS
new collaborations and combinations that
free research and scholars from the uncreative tensions that can exist between competitive disciplines.
The survey results indicate that this institutional value does not have universal support. Respondents ranked interdisciplinary
approaches to teaching as moderate in importance with moderate levels of disagreement, faculty rating it lower than others.
Large movement between "is" and "should
be" would indicate the need for considerable institutional action in this domain.

Special climate: equity, diversity,
inclusiveness, safety and support
Towards 2000 hinted at the importance of
an appropriate climate in which to live,
work, learn and do resean:h. Subsequent
documents have examined the question of
gender balance, especially in light of the
sex mix of our student population. With
women constituting more than 70 per cent
of our student population, it is imperative
that the shape of our institution be configured to provide the best form of education
for women.
Research has shown that men and women
experience university differently and have
different educational needs. Research has

also shown that U of G is perceived by
women as providing a wannand supportive
learning envirorunent, but the classroom
lends to be experienced as somewhat hostile to women's needs.
Recent institutional documents urge us to
address this issue in tenns of the composition of our teaching.force and in the range
of. our services to students. They also remind us ~at no member of the University
commumty has the right to discriminate or
abuse anyone on the basis of sex.
_In addition, employment equity guidelm~s note that individual ability and
achievement are the prime criteria for recruitment and treatment of employees, and
that all employees should be allowed to
develop their abilities and aspirations without being subjected to any form of discrimination, including systemic ones.
Legislation has also been enacted that requires universities to accommodate students with a wide range of disabilities. No
future university can shape itself without
taking these expectations into account.
We are slowly coming to recognize that
we have traditionally created an environment where assumptions favor white, male
and middle-class values. We are also coming to accept that our student, faculty and
staff population should reflect the diversity
of the Canadian population. To foster the
growth and learning of all members of our
community, everyone must feel "at home"
in this environment - supported and nurtured rather than alienated and uncomfortable.
The survey results do not provide very
strong support with regard to issues of equity, and some results are surprising. Although accommodating the needs of persons with disabilities and including, to a
significant degree, people from diverse
backgrounds and cultures were rated moderately high, academic diversity and facilitating the enrolment of international students both received ratings of lower
importance, with relatively good agreement among groups .
On the other hand, issues of "climate"
fi gure prominently among the highest-valued items in the survey. The following all
rated in the top 23 values:
• open and candid communic ation
throughout the organizational structure;
• a climate of trust and respect among students , staff and faculty; and
• a campus climate where differences of
opinion can be aired openly and amicably.

Ethical principles
Creation of a climate of equity, diversity,
inclusiveness, safety, and support requires
serious consideration of the ethical principles by which we conduct ourselves. Towards 2000 and other more recent University documents emphasize fundamental
values such as respect for the dignity and
worth of the individual, the primacy of reasoned debate and the importance of human
service to others. It seems clear that U of G
insists on conducting itself in an ethical
manner in all its business.
Without a doubt, respondents strongly desire an institution that conducts itself ethically in all its dealings. Comminnent to
high ethical standards as an institution is
among the top 23 values in the survey. In
addition, moral development and attention
to moral and social issues rated moderately
high.

Internationalism
An essential feature of U of G has traditionally been its international focus. Pan of
that ''internationalism" has occurred in an
ad hoc fashion over the years. More recently, however, Guelph has generated policy statements that have helped define this
international focus.
Increased internationalism will produce
an institution with special characteristicsa d iverse international student and faculty
population, academic programs that make
reference to global issues and non-western
research, and opportunities for students to
experience global challenges first hand.
The learning objective related to global
understanding stands among the top 23 val-

ues. Although not among the top values
promoting an international perspectiv~
among faculty, students and staff is ranked
as moderately high in importance. Off-site
learning, however, was ranked lower in
importance, as was facilitating the enrolment of international students.

Academic climate of
freedom with respect
U of G ' s position on academic freedom is
subtle and complex. On one hand, it has
affirmed the basic notion of academic freedom as necessary if Guelph is to be a centre
of excellence. On the other hand, Towards
2000 reminded the community that such
freedom does not obviate either individual
respons ibility and respect for the well-being and the views of others, nor the right of
the institution to hold and maintain a values
position of its own.
_S urvey results support the University's
view that academic freedom involves a balance and that its exercise requires consideration and sensitivity. Having a climate of
trust and respect among students, staff and
faculty, and having a campus climate where
differences of opinion can be aired openly
and arrucably stand among the highest values with a significant gap between "is" and
"should be," indicating that U of G would
have to make a considerable effort to implement these.
Two other items that address different
facets of this issue are found grouped
closely together in the results among the
moderately high values - allowing individuals to investigate and present ideas that
may be unpopular or controversial. and
showing sensitivity in the investigation and
presentation of unpopular and controversial issues. The second tempers the freedom
implied in the fi rst. Both show high movement between "is" and "should be."
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cational missions that U of G sees for itself
is that of fostering self-learning, self-responsibility, self-determination and similar
attitudes and skills associated with personal
maturity.
It is interesting to note that six of the 14
top values refer to values related to learners
and their needs. In particular, these include
helping students to become self-motivated
independent learners, to think critically and
independently. to develop effective communication skins, to become computer literate , to develop a global understanding
and to learn the skills required for lifelong
)earning.
On the other hand, some activities typically associated with student needs received moderate to low ratings, often with
relatively low faculty ratings. Opportunities for developing personal goals and selfunderstanding received a rating of moderately important, but showed a large gap
between "is" and "should be." Extracurricular learning activities and physical development both received ratings of lower
importance.

Meeting staff and faculty needs
U of G is also an employer, and staff and
faculty have expectations of the institution
to provide a safe working environment and
opportunities for personal and professional
renewal and fu lfil ment.
Towards 2000 noted that creation of an
ethical and respectful climate and the need
to emure a safe environment free from violence, harassment and racism are as important to the creation of the university we
wish to be as are the choice of programs
offe red and the kinds of research we engage

m.

Many important values emerge under this
rubric. We have already menrioned rhat a
climate oflrust and respect among students,
staff and fac ulty , andopen and candid communication throughout the organizational
Co-ordinated, integrated and
structure stand among the highest values,
intentional institutional
with a large gap between " is" and "should
endeavors
be."
Although more caution is typically exOther related values receive a rating of
pressed in institutional documents on this moderately high importance - a campus
issue, it seems that U of G 's decentralized communiry that encourages its member.s to
decision-making strucrure - widJ power take risks and is tolerant of making misand autonomy residing virtually exclu- takes, and a forum for openly/safely dealsively at the level of academic departments ing with controversial issues.
Having a system of campus governance
- has some serious shortcomings.
The University's direction is not ade- that is responsive to the concerns of all
quately defined as the sum of individual people at the institution received an overaU
departmental directions. Development of a rating of " moderate," with faculty valuing
campus dynamic that favors co-ordination. this Jess than other constituencies. On the
integration, collaboration and, above all, other hand, institution-wide equity in faculty workloads was deemed of moderate
institutional intentionality is desirable.
There were no questions in the survey to importance , as was job security for staff.
test out the importance of this institutional Maintaining a system of tenure for faculty
value. One can, however, infer from the received a rating of lower importance, with
values that received high importance and a a strong indication that the value should be
large gap between " is" and "should be" that lower than it is at present.
respondents e xpect the University to take
Meeting needs of
decisive intentional - and central - steps
government/industry
toward implementing these.

What we must
bear in mind as
we do it
Se veral values that characterize U of G
describe what else we have to pay attention
to as we undertake our activities.

Serving student needs
This value is a reminder d:lar studenrs are
our prime concern and that we must pay
attention to their needs, as expressed in
their own voice. Although there has not
been a document stating this value directly,
a number have alluded to it in making more
specific points about the needs of certain
groups of students.
Jn fact, the very existence of three Senate
policy statements on lhe )earning needs of
entering srudents, disabled students and international students points to a turning
point in the late 1980s, when Senate began
to address the learning needs of specific
student groups.
It seems clear from the direction of a
number of documents that one of the edu-

Although making a clear distinction between training and education, Towards
2000 recognized clearly that educational
decisions cannot be made in a vacuum
based solely on internal considerations, but
must take into account the needs of business, industry and government for skilled
labor.
This value did not receive much suppon
in any quarter. We have already noted that
contract research received only a moderately important rating and that adjusting
programs and enrolment to follow employment needs in both the public and private
sectors (wording taken directly from To·
wards 2000), received a low rating with
disagreement, faculty rating this lower than
other constituents.
In addition, respondents gave no indication that the University should focus on
training. Preparation for specific vocations/occupatiom/careers received a lower
rating, with facuhy again being lower than
others.

Lifelong learning
University documents have consis1ently
valued the principles of education for various age groups and professional needs, although our systems and procedures seem
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oriented to our traditional student body.
The sutvey results indicate commitment
to lifelong learning opportunities. Lifelong
commitment to learning appears among the
top 23 values, and continuing education/lifelong learning is among the moderately high values, with moderately high
disagreement.

Inter-institution collaboration
Wherever possible. U ofG should engage
in collaboration with other institutions of a
similar nature in this region and with other
large institutions in Canada. This was certainly the thrust of the University's commitment to the Futures Symposium held
last year with regional institutions.
This institutional value found considerable support among respondents, who rated
collaboration with neighboring universities
in providing learning. research and service
opportunities as being of very high impor1ance.

Implications

F

?ur m~jo~ themes emerged from our
mvest1 gauon:
• learner orientation;
• research/graduate study;
• contribution of teaching and research to
the benerment of society; and
• a climate of trust and respect with open
communication.
These themes, in addition to being consistentl y rated highly by survey respondents. are generally echoed in the institutional documenrs we reviewed. The first
three reflect the teaching, research and
service functions of all universities. but in
a way that is unique to Guelph. The fourth
sets out the climate in which we, as a community, would like to operate.

Learner orientation
Thjs cluster of values affinns that U of G
is an institution focused on the learner and
learning outcomes. Values in this area were
consistently rated highly on the survey and
showed large discrepancies between what
we do now and what people think we
should do.
Values such as the ability to think independently and critically, effective communication skills. self- motivated independent
learning, computer literacy skills, lifelong
learning and global understanding suggest
a curriculum focused on generic skill development.Problem-based learning and infrastructure support for teaching both suggest
a new look at teaching in support of meeting learners' needs.
The image that emerges is the desire for
community of self-motivated learners (s upported by quality learning resources) working in an open, challenging uni versity that
rewards independence of thought and selfdire :ted learning. It might be best captured
in the phrase "spirit of inquiry."
We also note that the curreni prac1ice of
admining students primarily on the bas is of
grades is considered of low importance and
should be of less importance than it currently is in the institution.
We suggest that this represents a different
image than a teaching orientation based
predominantly on a lecture mode of instructional delivery within a discipline-driven

a

i::urri culum . It is also consistent with the
view of a university meeting its obligation
to society to produce competent, mature,
educated and effective members. This
learner-centred view is consistent with the
emphasis in the institutional documents on
the integrated development of the whole
person.
The Teaching and Leaming Forum held at
the Arboretum in February 1994 confirmed
the importance of a learning orientation for
U of G students, including values such as
independent thinking and educating the
whole person.

Research and
graduate study
A second grouping relates to areas where
the University is perceived as already doing
well - research and graduate work.
Preparation for advanced study, comprehensive graduate programs, infrastructure
support for research and excellence in research are rated highly and show a good
correspondence between where we are and
where we should be.
We suggest that both institutional documenls and survey results indicate that we
should take pride in what we are currently
doing well and should continue the current
level of effort.

Contribution of
teaching/research to
betterment of
society
This theme is consistent with the serviceto-society focus ofTowords 2000. From the
survey, we see that excellence in teaching
and excellence in research are both highly
rated. Contributing to the betterment of society through teaching and contributing
through resean:h are also among the top
values.
It would appear, both from the survey
results and the institution's own documents, that whatever we do, we do for the
benerment of the society that supports us.
If these are to be more than empty words,
institutional decisions about curriculum
and research must address the betterment of
society not as a peripheral but as a central
focus. This has implications for what we do
and how we do it.

A climate of trust
and respect with
open communication
This cluster defines not what we do, but
how we go about doing it. Statements on
institutional climate in University documents receive considerable support in such
survey items as: a climate of trust and respect among students, staff and faculty;
open and candid communication throughout the organizational structure; and a campus climate in which differences of opinion
can be aired openly and amicably.
Two highly rated items from the section
on external relationships with the world
reinforce the openness suggested in this
area: "providing evidence that the institution is actually achieving its stated goals"

and "a commitment to high ethical standards as an institution."
What appears to be described here is a
plea for problem-solving and conflict-resolution procedures to be open and truly collegial, as well as respectful, sensitive and
empathic. This seems to be at odds with the
perception of the current culture of mistrust, disrespect and intolerance.
To give day-to-day significance to these
values will be a challenge as considerable
as redesigning the undergraduate learning
experience around a focus on the learner.
Also part of the climate are three complementary values related to performance and
job security: ensuring that job performance
is the primary criteria for continued employment, job security for staff and maintaining a system of tenure for faculty.
This delicate complex of issues balances
the right of the institution to expect and
reward excellence in performance with the
need of staff and faculty to have security of
employment. It would appear that survey
respondents are clear - what is most important beyond security is that the University be able to expect and elicit competent
performance from everyone.
U of G must grapple with the issue of
faculty tenure. Overall, respondents said
that maintaining a system of tenure for faculty should be less important than it is now.
There is considerable diversity on this issue, with a larger proportion of faculty rating it higher than the other groups.

Challenges

T

hree important general observations
can be made:
• There are two issues related to core values - what those values are and how the
institution goes about incorporating
them into its day-to-day life. In many
respects, there is nothing radically new
or astounding about the values that rise
to the top of the survey listing. What's
important to note, however, is that respondents point to large gaps between
who we want to be and what we currently
do. Much work will be required to reconfigure the University to truly reflect what
we believe.
• Some value areas show a sizeable discrepancy among affiliations, especially
between faculty and all other groups. In
many cases, these relate to issues that can
generally be referred to as quality of the
undergraduate educational experience. It
would appear from the data that students,
staff and others are keen on educational
innovations, whereas faculty as a group
are more cautious in their suppon.
• Some value areas show a sizeable discrepancy between the survey results and
published University documents. This is
especially true in the area of diversity.
Two values clusters emerge as showing
signs of considerable disagreement
within the University community. In the
first instance, the difference is between
faculty and the other affiliations. In the
second, it is between respondents in general and institutional documents.

Curricular change
Although almost 80 per cent of faculty
respondents generally rated the items re-
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lated to curricular change as being of high
importance. this remains lower than for the
other survey constituencies. Issues such as
experiential and applied learning, flexible
approaches to teaching, learning and measuring achievement. interdisciplinary approaches to learning, opportunities for the
development of personal goals and self-understanding, collaborative learning, off-site
learning. extracurricular learning and
preparation for specific vocations/occupations/careers are all current themes in
higher-education literature.
If we believe these new approaches to
teaching in support of learning are appropriate for the university of the next century,
we will need to engage in· considerable
discussion.

Diversity
A second area of institutional challenge
refers to the need to create a climate of
diversity. Although institutional documents are increasingly sensitive to issues of
culture, gender and differing ability. survey
respondents generally showed less support
for these issues. The low rating given to
facilitating the enrolment of international
students is therefore in contrast to U of G's
stated desire to attract more international
students from countries most in need.
In addition, academic diversity such as
non-Eurocentric, feminist perspectives is
rated among the lowest values at a time
when institulions ~re recognizing that we
should anend to perspectives other than the
traditional western and male. And accommodating the needs of persons with disabilities earns only a moderate rating at a
time when legislation is exerting considerable pressure on universities to recognize
the legitimacy of the learning needs of students who require alternatives to traditional
teaching approaches.
The challenge for Guelph, as it takes into
account the external opportunities and challenges and emphasizes its strengths, is to
design itself to reflect the values that define
it as a unique institution-and to embark on
campus-wide consultations in those areas
where gaps exist between what the institution wishes to value and what individuaJs
or constituencies actually believe.
Taking values seriously in the definition
of structures and processes is, we believe,
very important. Our own documents and
survey respondents give us a clear indication about what our values are and should
be.
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Botswanian
women face
new levels
of insecurity

Biological sciences
consortium gets
provincial backing

by Desmond Hutton
Office of Research

by Margaret Boyd
University Communications

Deterioration of rural women's security is at a cri sis level in Botswana and requires immediate
mte rvention, say U of G re-

U of G has received $85.000 from
the Ministry of Education and
Training {MET) to launch a province-wide computer consonium in
biological sciences.
Called BIOEDNET, the consortium will provide a database for
biological science depanments at
all univers ities in Ontario. It will
be based at Guelph and will operate as a non-profit venture to avoid
copyright expenses.
''The real value of BIOEDNET
will be gening people across the
province to work together, share
resources and take advantage of
broader ex pertise that exists,"
says CBS Dean Bruce Sells. chair
of the consonium.
The primary goal of the consortium is to develop a database of
images and photographs as well as
sound bites and visual clips. Images will be made avai lable in
CD-ROM or electronic networkaccessible fonnats and transmitted through Internet to all uni versities. The materia1s developed
will also be made avail able to
other publicly funded institutions
in Ontario at cost.
BIOEDNET has hired two parttime graphic illusrrators to pro-

searchers.

Prof. Harry Cummings and
graduate student Nigel Motts,
University School of Rural Planning and Development, say the
insec urity stems from Botswana's
drive towards rapid industrialization and the failure of property
ownership customs and govern-

ment programs to keep pace.
Because of industriali.zation,
pennanent jobs - and their lucrati ve wages - are springing up in
cities, drawing men from the surrounding countryside. This migration is leaving women particu1arl y v ulnera bl e bec ause in
Botswana, men are the primary
recipients of family inheritances
such as land and cattle. Without
such re so urces, women have
problems accumulating wealth
and supporting themselves or
their families.

Promote equity
The government hadn ' t envisioned.jobs creating these kinds of
problems. In fact, it believed that
economic growth would promote
equity across social groups, particularly genders . The government declared equal-access policies for jobs and bus iness
subsidies. At the same time, it also
introduced welfare programs such
as free lunches for schoolchildren
and free health care.
Motts applauds these initiatives,
but says they don't go to the root
of the problem. They encourage
women IO continue living at subsistence levels and offer nothing
to help them enter the emerging
economy.
He says the government must

Graduate sludent Nigel Motts says the Botswanian government must
target programs to help the country's women improve their financial
security.

Photo by Martin Schwalbe, Photographic Services

realize that modernization is leaving women on their own and that
the old ways of male support don 'r
work any more.
"The government needs to recognize that there are different subgroups of poor in society," he
says. "Policies should be targeted
accordingly."
An example of the targeting that
Mons views as critical are programs that help street-vending enterprises. Because women have
difficulty securing land and other
property. rhey resort to informal
activities such as buying and selling clothes and peddling. But because they must compete with establi shed retail stores. th eir
profitability is low.

Women also have problems getting credit to support their commercial affairs and are affected by
delinquent accounts much more
than mainstream businesses are.
Motts says the courts should guarantee these women a speedy review of legal cases and an effective enforce ment of judgments.
He also wants the government to
recognize cohabitation as a legally binding entity. The practice
has grown more common as a
substitute for marriage, but Botswanian women can make no
claim for compensation or support when the rel ationship ends.
This research was sponsored by
the Canadian International Development Agency. 0

Conference to draw 400 African
students from across North America
same location.
The goals of the conference are to exchange ideas
on promoting African unity. to identify common
More than 400 African students from across the problems faced by African people and to explore
United States and Canada will attend the seventh solutions. Among the topics to be discussed are the
annual All-African Student Conference ar U of G role of international financial insti1utions and nonMay Tl to 29. 'This year's theme is "Pan-African- governmental organizations, women' s issues,
ism{ Agenda for Unity."
strategies for unity and media coverage.
The conference is an annual gathering of African
"'The conference will mostly be students speakstudents who are studying in North America and
ing for themselves," says David Chikoye, local
is open to anyone interested in international develco-ordinator for the conference. "We encourage
opmeo~. It is the most representative gathering of
African students in the world, drawing students them to develop various roles in the future."
The conference began in Iowa in 1988 as a forum
from more than 40 countries. Th.is is lhe first time
for African students to discuss critical issues facthe conference has been held in Canada.
Guest speaker.; are Malawi activist Vera Cbirwa ing Africa and to suggest possible solutions. Jr
Trust and Patricia Rodney, an Africanist and re- began with 180 students and now boasts a memsearch analyst of women's issues. Trust and her bership of more than 400.
husband, Onon, spent II years in prison as punThe conference is sponsored by Pannmhip Afishment for their struggle for democracy in rica Canada. U of G, the Ontario Africa Working
Malawi. Trust was released in 1993, just three Group, the Graduate Students' Association. the
months after the sudden death of ~er husband.
Centre for International Programs, the Gordoo
Rodney was born in Guyana and is now a research analyst with the Canadian Adv,isory Coun- Nixon Leadership Award and tbe City of Guelph.
For more information or to register, call David
cil on the Status ofW01J1en in Ottawa.
Trust will speal< May 27 at 8 p.m. in Peter Clark Chikoye at Ext. 8997 or 3476 or dteoffice of the
Hall. Rodney will speak May 28 at 8:30 a.m. in the international student adviser at Ext. 6290.

vide the consortium with figures
and draw n anim ati on. Project
funding will also be used for hardware, scann ing images for the database and travel.
The concept of a consortium was
initiated at a November 1993 U of
G worlcshop, attended by representatives from 14 Ontario universities and two from MET. A
steering comminee with university representatives fro m Guelph.
Toronro. Queen's, Ottawa. Western and McMaster was established in late t993. A proposal fo r
prov incial funding was submined
in February.
The new consortium is one of
several projects related to the
prov ince's plan 10 establish an
open learning system for Onrario.
The consonium is required to submit reports to the province on:
• the steps that should be taken
by others wishing to establish a
similar electronic resource in
other di sciplines: and
• recommendations on how the
findings of the project might
relate to the broader goal of implementing an ope n learning
system in Ontario, with respect
to computer-aided instruction
and sharing resources through
inter-institutional co-operanon. O
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TERM DEPOSITS

from
YOUR COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION

•fJXED RATES•

OUR COMMUNITY

on Short and Long Term (79 days 5%)

~ .l.V l Guelph & WellingtDn
~
CrOOitftUnion
call 822-1072 for detail•

NOTICES
Housing info

The Off-Campus Housing Office
is not just for students. The office
also has a listing of accommodation suitable for faculty and staff.
Short- and long-term. furnished
and unfurnished accommodarions
are available. The office also oversees the rental of rooms at Guelph
London House in England. Call
Ext. 3357 for more information.

Bonsai show

The Guelph Bonsai Club presents
its first formal spring show May 14
from noon to 5 p.m. in the gallery
of Traditions of Japan in downtown Guelph. The show will fea1u re bonsai trees from the
collec1ions of club member.;.

Tennis, anyone?

The U ofG Tennis Club will have
a registration{lnformation booth in
the Univer.;ity Centre courtyard
May 12 and 13 over the noon hour.

The club's general meeting is May
l6a16:30p.m. in Room 202ofthe
Athletics Centre. Call Carl Fisher
at Ext 2503 or Prof. Reggie Lo al
Ext 3363 for information.

Emagine this!
Registrations are now being ac·
cepted for Emagineering '95, the
School of Engineering's science
camp for children in Grades 510 8.
The week-long sessions run from
July 410Aug. 19. Hour.;are9a.m.
10 4 p.m. Cost is $125 per session.
Register at Ext. 3045.

Greening up
A public meeting 10 discuss the
city of Guelph's green plan is
scheduled for May 19 al 7 p.m. at
the Evergreen Centre, 683 Woolwich St. Discussion wil1 focus on
the draft plan and implementation
of the recommendations. Copies
are available for review al the public library. Everyone is welcome.

JOBS
As of May 6, the following opportunities were available:
Professional Assistant, Large
1'.nimal Sutgery, Clinical StudiesNeterinary Teaching Hospital,
contractually limited for nine
months. Normal hiring range:
$36,418 to $42,792 a year.
The following positions were
available to on-campus employees only:
Assistant Manager, Brass Taps,
University Centre Administration.
temporary full time -from May
1994 to June 1995. Normal hiring
range: $24,854 to $29,203.
Mail Room Supervisor. Financial and Administrative Services.
Salary range: $29,114 minimum,
$34,208 normal hiring limit,
$36,392 midpoint

Counter Clerk, Records Section,
Office of the Registrar, temporary
leave from July 11 to Jan. 20/95.
Normal hiring range: $13.17 to
$14.11 per hour.
Research Technician, Environmental Biology, temporary full
time for about one year. Normal
hiring range: $16.9710 $18.95 an
hour.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Co-ordinator, Chemistry and
Biochemistry. Salary range:
$18.23 minimum, $22.79 job rate,
$27.35 maximum.
It Is the University's policy to give

prior consideration to on-campus

applicants. To detennlne the avallablllty of employment opportunities, visit Human Resources Cllent
Services on Level 5 of the University Centre or call 836-4900. O

llinnbnn Jlnuse
London,

England

Convenient spring & summer
accommodation in University of
Guelph's LONDON HOUSE
·Apartments or Rooms - Minimum 4 nights

- Monthly rates available - 545.00/person/nighl
• Newly renovated - Smoke-free emmonmenl

- Ideal !or business1touns11<avellers.

Plant auction

The Arboretum will hold its annual plant auction and sale for
friends and volunteers May 28
from I to 4 p.m. in the RJ. Hilton
Centre. The event features native,
rare and unusual species. To find
out about becoming a friend of the
Arboretum, call Ext. 2113 or visit
the infonnation kiosk at the entrance to the Arboretum.

Address your stress
The Stress Management and High
Performance Clinic is offering an
evening cJass in reJaxation techniques beginning May 19. II runs
for 12 sessions Mondays and
Thur.;days from 8 to 9 p.m. Cost is
$120 general, $40 for students.
The clinic aJso offers private relaxation sessions and biofeedback
training. To register or arrange an
appointment, call Ext 2662.

Batter up!
A slo-pitch tournament will run
June 18 during Alumni Weekend.
To register a team, cal1 Sue
Lawrensen at Alumni House, Ext.
6963.

Camping it up

The Department of Athletics will
again offer the Gryphon Activity
Camp this summer for children
aged 6 to 14. Week-long sessions

run from July 4 to Aug. 12. Each
day runs from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Cost for each session is $115 per
child. Register by June I at Ext.
6131.

p.m. in the lecture theatre in the
MacKinnon basement of the
Homewood Health Centre.

AIDS committee meets

A bereavement support group will
meet throughout the summer to
provide information about the
grieving process and to offer a safe
environment in which to share
emotions. For more information or
to register, call Rev. Lucy Reid at
Ext 2390.

Dr. Jay Browne, AIDS co-ordinator for the AIDS Bureau of the
Ontario Ministry of Health, will
speak at the annual general meeting of the AIDS Comminee of
Guelph and Wellington County
May 26. The meeting begins at 7

GRAD NEWS
The final oral exam of Yinqing
Gu, an MLA candidate in the
School of Landscape Architecture,
is May 19 at 2 p.m. in Room 203
of the Landscape Architecture
Building. The thesis is "A CrossCultural Study of Chinese and
Western Landscape Design Principles." The adviser is Prof.
Cecelia Paine.
The final PhD exam of Duska
Stojsin, Department of Crop Science, is May 18 at 1:10 p.m. in
Room 307 of the Crop Science
Building. The thesis is "Genetic
Changes Associated with Different Methods of Recurrent Selec-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Grand piano, black 1976 Kawai KG2C,
s11·. recentiytuned, verygoOO condition, one owner, local delivery avanable, complementary tuning on

Yard sale, May 14, 9 a.m. to noon, 16

Cottage at Southampton, sleeps 10,
close to temls courts and beach, avail·
ableAug. 13to27, $600fortwoweeks,
$450 for one week, Pat, Ext. 3487 or
621-3722.

delivery, 824-4747,

9535 after 6 p.m.

Ext. 3710, or 824-

Three- or four-bedroom 1912 renovated br1ck schoolhouse, three baths,

large living room, Insulated hobby
barn/studio, attached double garage,
near Blyth, one hour west of Waterloo,

1-657-7092or1 -5234544.

Home in adult section of year-round
recreational park, large treed tot with
!railer, add-a-room and storage shed,
20 minutes from Guelph, 656-2167.
1991 Acura lntegra; 1965 Mazda
626XL; dining room table with four
chairs, Scandinavian-style, light wood,

622-0764.

WHY LIVE WITH PAIN?

Powell St E., toys, clothes, furniture,
shelves, books, etc.

Dog crate, 21 inches across, 29 lnches
high, 36 inches long, Michael, Ext.
3913.
Large trunks, 621-ena.
Mid-size freezer (or will trade for small
freezer), 856-4344 after 6 p .m.

FOR RENT
Three-bedroom furnished home, nonsmokers, no pets, available July 15 lo
Aug. 15, 1995, 824-6664 evenings.

Luxury two-bedroom ground-floor
apartment, laundry, parking, on bus
route, 10-mlnute walk to the University,
non-smokers, available mid-May,
$800 a month lncluslve, 767-2633.

Refer to your U of G Benefits for coverage.·

•

Saturday May 14 + 4:00 p.m.
St. John's Church, Elora

846-0331

Admission is $12.00.

For turthtr fnlormatlon •nd lkhls pluu call

The Elora Fesf/vs/ Office al (519)846-0331.

1 2 ~~

eJperience

$275

a week, 1-613-233-n91 days,

733-6152 evenings, 272-2242 week-

AVAILABLE
Furnished three-bedroom house for
1994195 academic year, 2 ,500 square
feet, fenced yard, 12-mlnute walk 10
campus, non-smokers , $1,200 a
month plus utiUtles, or exchange of accommodations In Ottawa, 821-5226
evenings.
Ear1y childhood education teacher wlll
provide day care for chlldren of all
ages, flexlble hours, Waver1y Drive
area, Christine, 823-0720 after 7 p.m.

°"'"~
ChineseMed'ciie
S9tciafjsi
""""""'

Three-bedroom Island oottage, Newboro Lake, 60 km from Kingston,
screened porch, running water, electricity, good swimming and fishing,

ends.

M.0.(ChN)Df. A<..

The Elora Festival Singers will present a
potpourri of English. American and
Canadian songs

tion in Five Maize Populations."
Stojsin's adviser is Prof. Lyn
Kannenberg.
The final examination of PhD
candidate Margaret Jean
Stalker, Department of Pathology, is May 20. The seminar begins at IO a.m. in OVC Learning
Centre 1715, followed by the defence in Room 1708. The thesis is
"Alternations in Cytoprotective
Enzymes During Progression of
Hepatic Neoplasia." Her adviser
is Prof. Tony Hayes.
Interested member.; of the University community are invited to
anend.D

CLASSIFIEDS

HAILANSUN

FOLK SONGS
AND SPIRITUALS

Bereavement group

ff you or your departmsnVUnlt
would Ok• to advertise In tho ~
foDowlng pubtlcaUons, contact:
Vicki Gojerovich

1

Advertising Co<irdinator
University Communications
824-4120, Ext 6690 I Fax 824-7962

WANTED

Monday-Thursday

8:30 a.m. · 4:30 p.m.

Baby's high chair In good condition,
Joan, Ext. 3301 .

v At Guelph v Alumnus

v Convocation Special Edition
->Research Magazine

Horticulture student to prune lrees,
shrubs, rake lawns, cultivate gardens,
planting, lnter1ocklng, lnter1orand exterior painting , cleaning windows,
Nancy, 624-3636.

j

v Uof G Telephone Directory 4
v o.v.c. Crest
l
v Insert Service Avallable

-·· ~

Two-bedroom apartment for July 1 for
molher. daughter and small dog,
Jenice, Ext. 6158.
Faculty member needs accommodation from June 15 loJuly 15, 822.0764.
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CALENDAR

Canadian Criss Cross
by Walter D. Feener

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11

SUNDAY, MAY 22

Cycling Club - A 40-kilometre
novice ride to Puslinch Lake
leaves from the UC south doors at
5p.m.

Cycling Club - A 65-km ride to
Breslau and a 25- to 35-km offroad trip leave from the UC south
doors at I 0 a.m.

THURSDAY, MAY 12

Arboretum - Come and eavesdrop on this spring·s symphony of
birdsong, learning how to identify
the songs of different birds and
about the singers themselves on a
walk that leaves at 2 p.m. from the
nature centre.

Open House-Animal-Care Services will hold an open house at the
Central Animal Facility from
noon to 3: 10 p.m. to explain their
services to members of the Univer.;ity community. Draws will be
held for door prizes. A hot dog
barbecue will be held in the storage shed behind the facility; cost
is a donation to the United Way.
Concert - Cellist Ric Pettit and
pianist Sylvia Hunter perform at
12: 10 p.m. in MacKinnon 107 as
part of the Guelph Spring Festival's Co-operators community
concert series. Admission is free.
Macdonald Stewart Art Centre
- Globe and Mail design critic
Adele Freedman discusses ' The
Urban Identity: What Works and
Where" at 7 p.m . Cost is $6.

FRIDAY, MAY 13
Biomedical Sciences Seminar PhD student Josee Guimond discusses the "Effects of LGL-1 +
Cell Depletion on Murine Pregnancy Outcome" at 12: I 0 p.m. in
ovc 1642.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25

Cellist Ric Pettit perfonns May 12
as part of the Guelph Spring Festival.

spring wildflowers on a walk that
leaves at 2 p.m. from the nature
centre.

MONDAY, MAY 16
Gerontology Seminar - Peter
Laslen of Trinity College, Cambridge, discusses 'The Relationship Between the Second Age and
the Third Age: Issues of Spokesmanship and Advocacy" at 12: I0
p.m. in UC 441.
Cycling Club - A meeting begins
at 7:30 p.m. in Athletics Centre
202 ..

Cycling Club - A 25- to 35-km
off-road ride leaves from the UC
south doors at 5 p.m .
---WIDNESD~Y,
Barbecue - Guelph Chinese
Christian Fellowship is holding an
orientation barbecue. Meet at the
UC information desk at 5 p.m.
Everyone is welcome.

MAY 18

Cycling Club - A 30-km ride to
Arkell/Aberfoyle leaves from the
UC south doors at 5 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 20

SUNDAY,MAY15
Cycling Club - A 39-km ride to
Eden Mills/Brucedale and a 35- to
55-km off-road trip leave from the
UC south doors at I 0 a.m.
Arboretum - Learn about the
natural history and folklore of

MONEY
EBCONCEPTS

FINANCIAL Pl.ANNING CENTRES

Biomedical Sciences Seminar PhD student Lifu Song discusses
"Relaxin and Equine Stromal
Cells" at 12:10p.m. in OVC 1642.
Cycling Club - A 25- to 35-km
off-road ride leaves from the UC
south doors at 5 p.m .

Cycling Club - A 43-km novice
ride to Hespeler leaves from the
UC south doors at 5 p.m.

WORSHIP
Catholic mass is celebrated Sundays at I0: I0 a.m. in the School of
Landscape Architecture lobby.
Midweek - A Time with God,
a meditative service. is Wednesdays at 12:10 p.m. in UC 533.
"Food for Body and Soul" is the
topic May 15 at 10:30 a.m. at the
Guelph Unitarian Fellowship on
Harris Street at Yori< Road. Everyone is welcome.

Multifaith calendar
In Judaism, May 16 and 17 are
Shavuot, marlting the end of the
period of sev«;!,l weeks that follow
Pesach. Shavuot commemorates
the giving of the Torah to the Israelites.
In Islam, May 20 is the Day of
Hajj, commemorating the concluding revelation to the Prophet
at Mount Arafat. 18 kilometres
east of Mecca, shortly before his
death. May 21 is Eid-ul-Adha, the
Festival of Sacrifice. Sheep, goats
and camels are offered as Abraham offered his son Ismael to
God. The meat is distributed to the
needy.
Reprinted with the permission of
Canadian Ecumenical Action. 0

RRSPS

MUTUAL FUNDS

+ Dynamic + AGF + MacKenzie
+ Trlmark + Templeton + Fidelity

+&

DAVE WILSON

We k~ow

Many More

Pension Choices?? - Call for FREE Reprint
"The Key to Unlocking Locked-In Pensions"

TIME TO CHANGE
Wed. May 18th
Peter Clark Hall
University Centre

Ticket refunds
+Auto+Home
+ Business + Life

T.G. Colley & Sons Limited

34 Harvard Road, Guelph

Insurance Brokers Since 1934

(519) 824-4040 Fax: 763-6839

27. Lady's maid
42. Bright-colored
ACROSS
28. Clergymen
birds
30. Broad neck
1. Nuisance
44. Makeup
scarf
5. Experiment
45. Singer
32. Beatty movie
room
Emmylou
33.
Stogie
8. Clear
46. Q-U connection
34. Immigrant
10. "The Love
47. Be
island
Boat' actress
unsuccessfu l
35. Tierney movie
12. Herdsman
36 . Shot of liquor
13. Chassepot
DOWN
38. Kill time
14. Old French
41 . Q ue . neig hbor
coin
1. Spicy
15. Full of tidings 2 . Australian bird 43. Dernier
17. Rubber tree
3. Wear out
18. Basketball
4 . Rubber
player
"doughnut'
20. Dry strip of
5. Hawaiian
dough
necklace
22. Actress
6 . Terrible
Bancroft
7. Popular beauty
23. Healthy
8. Blank space
elasticity
9 . Realistic
24. Took food
10. Have a fitting
25. One billion
11 . Visualize
years
12 . Siar in Lyra
26. Resinous
16. Before long
secretion
19. Sandbars
29. Lose color
2 1. Actress Burl<e
31. Ski lift
25. Best or Millay
33.
Citation
(airplane)
35. Singer Frankie
36. Zero
For crossword
37. 'Cheers·
solution, see page 4.
waitress
39. Divine being
40. Eskimo house

ARE You
GETTING THE MOST
FOR YOUR MONEY?

824-7554

27 Woodlawn Rd. w.

MONTIILY CONlRIBUTIONS MAKE SENSE

Ci

7'

available at:

the U.C. Box Office
until May 1Bth
and at P.C.H. Moy 1Bth
from 7:30pm -8:30pm

VISA or MASTERCARD cell
(519) 824-4120 ext 4368

what it's like to wo rk within tight
budgets and deadlines, tha t's why we offer ideas a nd
services to max imize each dolla r you spend.
By combining our vast supply of copy~right free
graph ics, adva nced cechno logy and professional
expercise, we can des ign your publication co ach ieve
\'OUT goal, whether it be co ra ise funds or awareness.
Call us or drop by and we'll sh ow you what we can
do for you!

8
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FOCUS

Postcards from the edge • • • and over the top
•
-

Landscape architect
treasures tacky cards
from f ormer students
by Maurice Oishi

University Communications

P

rof. Nate Perkins cherishes his postcard collection 1he way some people
treasure family photos.
There 's no obv ious reason for this.
Perkins. a member of the School of Land-

scape Architecture. makes no claim that his

collection - numbering roughly 500- is
the largest of its kind. Nor is it the most
exolic. although many do come from faraway lands. There's some talk that it's the
tackiest because rha1's the factor considered by most of the senders. but even that
distinction is purely speculation.

Nonetheless, Perkins has saved four shoeboxes full of the colorful mailings. the ac-

cumula1ion of six years of conespondence.
Disorganized and uncatalogued, they're no

serious collector's dream. but "believe it or
not, I cherish these things," he says. They
are the result of the request he makes of all
his students as they prepare to leave: "Keep
in touch, send a postcard and make it
tacky."
And send them they do. Some are as unusual as others are mundane. There are the
obligatory Mounties on horseback and
poorly rendered fakes of oversized fish in
too-small canoes. There are pos1cards from
44 U.S. states all bearing the caption
"Greetings from ..." atop a simple outline
of the state.

There's no such thing a s too tacky when it comes to postcards, says Prof. Nate Perkins.

Photo by Maurice Oishi, University Communications

His oldest postcard from the I 920s is the

size of a loose-leaf sheet and has a mountain

scene, possibly Banff. One card is so small,
barely larger than the stamp. that Perkins
needs a magnifying glass to read it.
The postcards are the tangible products of
his notion that students fotm his extended
academic family. Just as he is often recog-

nized as the scion of his academic advisers

and mentors in his field, he hopes his students will feel an affiliation to the landscape architecture program and to him and that they'll "tell me where they've
gone."
For Perkins, the cards are something akin
to biographical bookmarks keeping events
and names tagged in his mind...I want to
know how I've affected (my students). My

Affinity program calls up savings
U of G and jONOROLA , a longdistance inter-exchange carrier,
have developed a unique affinity
program that will pay off for both
the University and the people who
sign on for home use.
Users will save from 40 to 74 per
cent off the best rates available on
long-distance calls in Canada and
to the United States. and 15 to 25
per cent off calls elsewhere. says
Rosemary Clark. director of advancement programs in University Affairs and Development.
In tum .JONOROLA will make a
donation to the University based

on the long-dislance use of those
who join the program.
U of G as an institution has already been benefiting from the
savings offered by JON OROLA
since the carrier was chosen last
year to replace the old WATS system . Ron Elmslie, director of
Computing and Communications
Services. says JONOROLA has
proved to be "extremely stable
and satisfactory'' in the months
since it was introduced.
All U of G employees are receiving an infonnation package this
week about JONOROLA. Repre-

PSA wants your jnput
It's time that U of G professional
staff told the Professional Staff
Association (PSA) exactly how
they feel.
PSA members and non-members have until May 13 to fill out
the association's first major survey since 1990. The questionnaire
is panicularly important for the
membership of the association,
says PSA president Gerrit Bos.
Computing and Communications
Services. The information will be
used in the PSA ·s negotiations
wi th the Uni versity for a new
memorandum of agreement. he
says. Discussions begin this summer.
The questionnaire asks professional staff about their level of
confidence in !he University. their

opinion of the PSA and their
working relationship with U of G.
Bos says the PSA will use the
survey results to look at whether
it should maintain its stalus quo or
look to reorganize into a different
fonn of bargaining unit.
The association also needs to update how it defines its membership, he says. Currently, the PSA
and Human Resources have different definitions of who is eligible to join the association. "Neither definition is adequate," he
says.
Salary and benefits are not
broached in the survey because of
the social contract. says Bos.
Members will be surveyed again
before March 3 1. 1996. when the
social contract ends. 0

research isn't necessarily going to change
the world. But in my own peculiar, subversive way, my students will take my ideas
out into the world."
He puts professors into three categories
- those who, when asked about themselves, count off their citations and publications; those who talk a bit about themselves, a bit about their research and a bit
about their extracurricular lives: and those
who talk about their students and what
they've accomplished.
It's the last approach Perkins aspires to.
'That's how I want to be. Hey. they' re my
kids."
For a man with a habit of answering questions with long anecdotes in a midwesrem
deadpan behind a Mark T wain moustache,
his affinity for cursory postcards might
come as a surprise. But he says they offer
just the perfect amount of space to say: "I'm
here."
Forget e-mail. Although a high-fl ying
Macintosh Quadra computer is the backbone of his research into how people perceive their environment, he eschews e]ectron ic correspondence. "The re 's no
handwriting in it. There's no way to add the
peculiarities that give it its real personality."
Still, Perkins doesn' t send letters either.
"I've got a Jetter I've been working on for
four months. It's got three different colored
pens and fou r different writing styles." But
the frustration of procrastination, he predicts, will get the better of him. "One day
I'll crumple it up, throw it in a wastebasket
and send a postcard." 0

18 LBottled Water i e~:.~d
Water
$5.50
delivered

• Delivered right to your-cooler
•We carry spring and disUlled
• Waler comes from a 950 ft.
artesian spring in Formosa

• Slnngenl, independent lab tests
are regula~y conducted
• Morning, afternoon or evening
deliveries/regular route service
• Renl lo own cooler plans
• WE ACCEPTALL
COMPETITOR'S BOTILES

Receive all future
deliveries for a

240·1031 (local)
'Wedlh«goodlts1e•

~
,, -

guaranteed LOW
PRICE of
$5.50/18L when
you use this
coupon.

SPRINGORDISTILLED I
PURA-KLEEN

I

sentatives of the Toronto/MontWATER PROOUCTS
WATERPRODUCTS :
real-based company will be on
• OUR PRICE GUARANTEE•
campus May 25 and 26 in the Uni:~~:;~~ I
versity Cemre courtyard to anThis coupon nol only entiUes you to receive your first order for
J
swer questions and sign people up $5.50/18lbut also all futu1e 01ders for the same tow price of $5.50 240-1031 I
- price guaranleed for a min. of 12 months for the program. For more infor~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----...!~ !
mation, call Clark at Ext. 6534. 0
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FREDERICK TRAVEL
GERMANY

UNBEATABLE VALUE!

